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With this book you can make the most use of your garden. Even if you don’t have a garden, you will love making these great crafting items. Included are some gorgeous potpourri recipes, the kind that will have your friends asking what smells so good. These recipes also give you some of the most lovely looking potpourri you can find anywhere including those expensive gift shops! There is also a complete section on perfume making so that you can use everyday herbs to make delicious scents without chemicals or additives. Non toxic and so fresh you will be shocked by their loveliness, you may want to give these perfumes as gifts in lovely bottles and even make a business out of it and sell these products at a premium. There is no doubt that people will be asking you what smells so good and you might just have to tell them how you did it. The Scented Garden brings the freshness and purity of nature right into your home with crafts that you will have a lot of fun making.

**Customer Reviews**

Wonderful potpourri book and a great information for one who want to pursue a healthy and happier environment.
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